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Abstract
Single-case experimental designs provide an ideal research method for the initial stages of
testing new interventions. As part of my Doctorate in Clinical Psychology, I sought to test a
mindfulness-based approach to intrusive thoughts associated with obsessive–compulsive
disorder. At this time, the evidence for mindfulness-based interventions was growing but a
purely mindfulness-based approach to psychological therapy had not been trialed in obsessive–
compulsive disorder despite there being theoretical reasons to believe that it might be helpful for
this often debilitating mental health problem. Single-case experimental designs allow you to
gather rich detail about the therapy process, providing a deeper understanding about how an
intervention works for individuals when little is known about the treatment. Repeatedly
demonstrating the effect of moving from a baseline (no intervention) to a treatment phase in a
multiple baseline design helps increase confidence that any effect found is produced by the
intervention rather than a co-occurring factor. In this case study, I appraise the use of a multiple

baseline design in which three participants moved from baseline monitoring of obsessive–
compulsive disorder symptoms, to a control intervention (relaxation training), and to a
mindfulness-based intervention for obsessive–compulsive disorder. I discuss the advantages of
using both standardized and individually tailored (idiographic) measures of outcomes. I also
consider the arguments for and against the use of statistical analysis with the type of data
collected in single-case experimental designs and discuss the challenges encountered in
undertaking this type of analysis.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of this case, students should be able to
• Understand and describe the basic concepts of single-subject research and its application within
the field of mental health research
• Understand how the psychological processes of Thought-Action Fusion and Thought
Suppression are thought to contribute to obsessive–compulsive symptoms and why a
mindfulness intervention could help with this
• Understand the advantages and disadvantages of using standardized versus idiographic
measures
• Be able to weigh up the value of statistical analysis versus visual inspection of time-series data

Case Study

Project Overview and Context
Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a distressing mental health problem that can occupy
much of the time of those who experience it with obsessive, anxiety-provoking intrusive thoughts

and compulsive rituals (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). Clinicians and
researchers continue to work to improve treatments for OCD to increase recovery rates and reduce
the likelihood that symptoms will return post-treatment. In recent years, research has looked to
new approaches which might complement cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT), an evidence-based
treatment for OCD. Mindfulness meditation practices were first used within psychological
therapies in the 1990s and have been integrated into CBT for other mental health problems. I had
developed an interest in this area having seen the effectiveness of these approaches in my work as
an Assistant Psychologist before I commenced my Clinical Psychology doctoral training in 2005.
At the time no one had researched the effectiveness of using mindfulness as a stand-alone treatment
to improve OCD symptoms despite there being good theoretical reasons as to why it might be
helpful. I decided that SCED methodology would allow me to pilot a mindfulness-based
intervention for OCD, providing “proof of concept” (an initial demonstration of efficacy) for this
therapeutic approach.

Underpinning Theory
People who have OCD experience intrusive thoughts that distress them (e.g., “I might have left
the gas on”) and they try and get rid of (neutralize) the distress caused by these thoughts by
performing compulsive actions (e.g., repeatedly checking the gas cooker). When trying to
understand how OCD develops, Rachman and de Silva (1978) asked people who did and did not
have OCD about their intrusive thoughts and found they were very similar in content. Very many
people experience thoughts that pop into their mind, some of which may seem unpleasant (e.g.,
“I’m going to jump in front of that train” or “I’m going to attack someone I love”) but they don’t
cause most people problems. What seems to be different about people who develop OCD is that

they are likely to believe that unwanted intrusive thoughts are important, whereas people who do
not have OCD can easily dismiss them. People with OCD often believe that they might act on an
intrusive thought, are responsible for stopping something they thought from happening, or are
morally bad simply for having the thought. Stanley Rachman (1993) called this process
psychological “fusion,” later known as Thought-Action Fusion (TAF).
Because people with OCD find such intrusive thoughts worrying they try to get rid of
them by suppressing or neutralizing them, but research has found that the more effort people put
into trying to get rid of thoughts, the more such thoughts return (Wenzlaff & Wegner’s, 2000,
review of Thought Suppression is good if you are interested in reading further about this). These
ideas form the basis of a cognitive-behavioral model of OCD which outlines how believing that
intrusive thoughts are significant and trying to suppress/neutralize them to avoid feeling
distressed sets up a cycle where obsessions and compulsions develop.
To me, mindfulness techniques seem to offer an alternative to the cycle of TAF and
Thought Suppression that is thought to contribute to OCD symptoms. Mindfulness meditation is
drawn from Buddhist practice but can also be used by people who are not religious. Mindfulness
practice emphasizes the importance of seeing thoughts as “just thoughts” and of accepting (rather
than suppressing) all types of experience (including thoughts), even if we might find such
experiences difficult. I thought that this approach could complement CBT, which is the
recommended first-line psychological treatment for OCD (NICE, 2005).
Although there is clear evidence that CBT is the most effective psychological
intervention available for OCD (Gava et al., 2007), some people do not fully benefit from this
approach; some people find the therapy tasks too difficult, whereas others find that CBT helps

only partially or that their symptoms return after therapy (e.g., Eisen et al., 1999). There was a
need to investigate potential complementary approaches such as mindfulness, and I was keen to
contribute to this process. However, there are ethical considerations when researching a new
therapy application where the effects are not known. In such circumstances, it is best to initially
trial this on a very small number of people who are made aware of the experimental nature of the
treatment. You can then collect in-depth information about the effects and experience of the
treatment for each individual before testing it on larger groups.

Research Design
SCEDs allow you to study individual treatment responses in a methodologically rigorous way.
Repeated measurement of the problem (the Dependent Variable [DV]) before an intervention
allows you to establish the baseline level of difficulty for that individual. A single measurement
of the problem does not allow you to do this because it only provides a one-off snapshot of a
difficulty which might change (and indeed might improve on its own without intervention).
Repeated measurement of a problem that does not change over a set time period (known as a
stable baseline) provides evidence that the DV—in this case distress caused by OCD symptoms,
TAF, and Thought Suppression—would remain the same without intervention. Once a stable
baseline is established (known as Phase A), you can then move to Phase B, the introduction of
the intervention (in research terms this is the manipulation of the Independent Variable [IV]). If a
difference in repeated measurement of the DV is found after the introduction of the intervention,
then you have evidence that the intervention had an effect.
The evidence for the effect of the intervention is strengthened by repeatedly moving from
a baseline to an intervention and demonstrating the effect of the intervention each time. In certain

circumstances, you can demonstrate this with a single individual. For example, you could stop
the intervention and go back to baseline monitoring and then reintroduce the intervention (known
as a reversal or ABAB design, where A is the baseline phase and B is the intervention). This only
works if the effects of the intervention are reversible should you stop treatment, which is
infrequently the case with psychological therapies. You could also systematically apply the
intervention to different aspects of a person’s problem, one at a time, and if the intervention is
effective it will sequentially affect each aspect of the problem (e.g., anxiety at home, anxiety at
school, anxiety in social activities) as the intervention is introduced; this is known as a withinparticipant multiple baseline design.
Neither of these designs perfectly fit my intended research. I thought that once some of
the ideas involved in the mindfulness intervention were understood by participants, they could
not then be unlearnt (i.e., the intervention could not be reversed). Equally, I thought it would be
hard to apply mindfulness learning in a way that selectively targeted just one aspect of the
person’s problem. Because of this I chose an alternative across-participant multiple baseline
design, where you monitor the baseline difficulties of a number of different participants before
introducing an intervention. Repeatedly showing the effect of moving from baseline to
intervention across a number of participants strengthens the evidence that it is the intervention,
rather than another factor (e.g., a change in the weather and natural recovery), that produced the
improvement.
I was also aware that simply coming to therapy sessions and participating in an activity
that participants thought might be beneficial could produce an effect in itself. Because of this I
decided to include a control or placebo “intervention” to help strengthen the evidence that any
positive effects of the intervention were due to the mindfulness itself. I chose to use a phase of

relaxation training as a control condition, as had been done in previous OCD research (e.g.,
Greist, Marks, & Baer, 2002), because the training could be made to look very much like the
mindfulness intervention (e.g., practice in sessions and daily practice guided by a recording). I
therefore chose an A (Baseline Monitoring) B (Relaxation Control) C (Mindfulness Intervention)
design.

Design Practicalities
I had to make decisions about what aspects of the design I wanted to prioritize. I thought that it
was important to ensure that I had a way of confirming whether the DV (TAF, Thought
Suppression and Distress) were stable or whether they were changing. I chose to use the C
Statistic developed by Young in 1941 (detailed in Equation 1) as a means of analyzing this

(1)
Equation 1 defines The C Statistic (Young, 1941)
The C statistic provides a technique to test whether the time-series data often produced by
SCED (i.e., repeated measurements taken at equal, regular intervals, such as daily or weekly) is
stable or whether it follows an increasing or decreasing trend. For example, when testing an
intervention for OCD you would predict that OCD symptoms remain stable before you start
therapy but would improve (show a decreasing trend, or downward slope, on a graph symptom
severity) once an effective therapy started. You need a minimum of eight measurements in each
phase to reliably use this statistical technique (Young, 1941). I thought that it would be difficult
and ethically problematic to take weekly measurements, as this would mean keeping participants

in both the phases of baseline monitoring and the relaxation control for a minimum of 8 weeks
each, which was simply too long. I therefore decided that measurements would need to be taken
daily. However, this ruled out the possibility of using lengthy standardized measures on a daily
basis because generally such measures are not designed to be used with such frequency and they
are usually too long to feasibly ask participants to complete daily. I therefore decided to develop
my own brief measures that would capture the individual nature of participants’ difficulties
(known as idiographic measurement) alongside less frequent use of standardized questionnaires.
The daily ratings system I developed to measure TAF required participants to rate on a
scale of 0 to 100 how much they believed their interpretation of their intrusive thoughts; for
example, “Having a thought of stabbing my husband means that I might lose control and actually
stab him.” The wording of this scale was developed with each participant in an assessment
session to capture their specific concerns. I also asked them to rate on the same 0 to 100 scale
how much they attempted to “suppress your obsessive thought and push it completely from your
mind,” which I used as a measure of Thought Suppression. They additionally rated the amount of
distress they felt when experiencing the thought on the same 0 to 100 scale. Although none of
these scales had been through robust psychometric development, similar versions had been used
in previous peer-reviewed research (e.g., Masuda, Hayes, Sackett, & Twohig, 2004). The benefit
of the rating scales I developed was that they took under a minute a day for participants to
complete and captured the difficulties they experienced in their own words. However, factors
that could increase measurement error with such measures should be borne in mind, such as the
possibility that participant’s increasing familiarity with and memory for the items with repeated
measurement changed the way that they responded to the questions over time.

Due to the increased potential for measure error using idiographic measures, it was
important to cross-reference (or triangulate) the ratings developed for this research with
standardized tools, to provide some evidence for the validity of these new measures. I therefore
used the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (YBOCS, Goodman et al., 1989) to test
severity of OCD symptoms; the Obsessive Beliefs Questionnaire (OBQ, developed by the
Obsessive Compulsive Cognitions Working Group in 2001) which had a scale called
Importance/Control of Thoughts that measured TAF/Thought Suppression; and the Kentucky
Inventory of Mindfulness Skills (KIMS, Baer, Smith, & Allen, 2004) to test whether the
intervention resulted in participants becoming more mindful. Participants completed these at the
first assessment session, at the end of relaxation/start of mindfulness, mid-way through the 6week mindfulness course, at the end of mindfulness intervention, and at a 2-month follow-up.

Method in Action
Sample
In SCEDs, as with other research, it is important to try and control all factors external to the
research that might cause a change in the DV (i.e., the confounding factors). In the case of this
research, other treatments were the most likely confounds. I decided to include people who were
taking specific medication for anxiety (known as selective serotonin uptake inhibitors [SSRIs])
as excluding this group would mean very few people would be eligible to participate. However,
to be included participants on medication were required to have been on a stable dose for at least
2 months before the start of the research, for any effects of this to have stabilized. The National
Health Service (NHS) ethical review panel that approved the ethical nature of the research

wanted to ensure that I did not deprive participants of an evidence-based treatment by being
included in my study, as they could not undergo another psychological therapy at the same time.
I therefore chose to recruit participants from a primary care (General Practitioner [GP] level)
mental health service because at the time there was no other therapy for OCD available to
patients treated in this service (although you could get therapy in specialist secondary care
mental health teams).

Procedure
People who were referred to the primary mental health service with OCD were invited to attend
an assessment session with myself where they completed the YBOCS and other study
questionnaires to establish that they had at least a moderate level of symptoms (a YBOCS total
score of 16 or above and a score of 6 or more on YBOCS items 1 to 3, which indicated specific
problems with obsessive intrusive thoughts). They were given information about the research
and the individual wording of their daily ratings scales were developed. It was important
ethically that participants were given time to consider whether they wanted to participate; I
therefore rang them a week later to see whether they wished to do so, at which point they
completed consent forms.
Participants kept daily ratings over the next 2 weeks (this was Phase A: Baseline
monitoring), before attending the first relaxation session and starting daily relaxation practice.
After 2 weeks of relaxation, I checked whether their ratings had stabilized using the C Statistic.
If the ratings were found to be unstable, participants undertook further weeks of relaxation; in
practice, two participants stabilized after 2 weeks and the third after 3 weeks.

All the sessions in Phase B (Relaxation Control) and Phase C (Mindfulness) were
designed to appear similar to reduce the possibility that different formats might affect the DV. I
delivered all these sessions myself and developed the 10-min recordings that participants used on
a daily basis to practice relaxation or mindfulness between sessions.

Analysis and Results
No statistical package available calculated the C Statistic (Young, 1941—not to be confused with
a different C Statistic by Bamber, 1975). This meant I had to develop a way of calculating this
swiftly by hand from the formula in the original mathematical paper. I did this using an excel
spreadsheet, where each of the stages of the formula were calculated one stage at a time (e.g., in
one part of the formula, I needed to calculate the mean of the daily ratings, subtract this from
each individual daily rating, one by one, and then add up the sum of all of these subtractions).
Once I had developed a spreadsheet that calculated the full formula at once it was simply a
matter of entering the daily ratings by hand and allowing the spreadsheet to calculate the full
formula instantly. When establishing if participants’ TAF ratings had stabilized at the end of
Phase B (Relaxation Control), I had to hand enter data from the rating booklets that participants
had brought in during the session, requiring very swift data input, analysis, and interpretation of
14 to 21 data points.
The C Statistic analysis is conducted for each phase of the SCED. The aim is to test for
stability in the baseline or control phase (in this case Phase B: Relaxation Control), demonstrated
by a non-significant C Statistic. You then move to the intervention phase and test whether the
ratings then demonstrate a significant trend (shown by a significant C Statistic). The nature of the
effect (e.g., whether the intervention produced an improvement or worsening) is then determined

by visual inspection of graphs of the data; Figure 1 shows a graph of the hypothesized effect of
each of the experimental phases.

Figure 1.
Caption: Graph of the hypothesized effect of the experimental phases A (Baseline Monitoring) B
(Relaxation Control) C (Mindfulness) on Thought-Action Fusion (TAF), Thought Suppression
and Distress daily ratings.
The standardized measures were presented simply as descriptive statistics, charting scale
scores for YBOCS, OBQ, and KIMS at the key time points (e.g., change in phase, mid-therapy,
end-therapy, follow up) which bookended the time series data. As hypothesized, overall
standardized scales measuring OCD-related symptoms showed no clear improvement from
baseline to end of relaxation control, but participants showed clear improvements on OCD
symptoms and related beliefs at the end of the mindfulness, with two participants maintaining or
improving on this at follow-up. As predicted, they also showed improvements in mindfulness
skills following the mindfulness intervention (but not the baseline or relaxation control). The
time-series data produced by the daily ratings generally followed the pattern of the standardized
scales. As hypothesized (and shown in Figure 1), TAF, Thought Suppression and Distress ratings
in Phase A (Baseline Monitoring) and Phase B (Relaxation Control) remained generally stable
and high, reflecting participant difficulties in these areas. On occasion there appeared to be some
minor initial effect of undertaking relaxation (possibly reflecting a placebo effect, as displayed in
Figure 1), but which stabilized quickly. Analysis of Phase C (Mindfulness) ratings when
compared with stable Phase B (Relaxation Control) ratings found a statistically significant trend.

Inspection of the graphed data indicated that this represented an improvement across all ratings
for all three participants.

Practical Lessons Learnt
It May Be Hard to Predict Challenges
I discovered that the things I thought might be a problem for the research were different to the
challenges that I encountered in reality. I had worried that participants would struggle to
complete ratings everyday but in practice there was almost no missing data throughout the whole
study. This may have been because people with OCD often show high levels of perfectionism
and feelings of responsibility (Rhéaume, Freeston, Dugas, Letarte, & Ladouceur, 1995) which
may have resulted in them being particularly diligent in measure completion. I was also
concerned that my results section would be sparse when presenting data for only three
participants. In actuality, the richness of detail in the data I collected meant that it took
considerable work to summarize the data in a meaningful way that could be understood by
readers. In future research using a multiple baseline SCED, I would collect time-series data on a
single DV, rather than the three daily ratings used in this research.

Novel Measures Increase the Likelihood of Misunderstanding
One of the three participants who completed the research misunderstood the wording/nature of
the Thought Suppression daily rating question: “How much did you try and suppress your
obsessive thought and push it completely from your mind?” This participant identified their
misunderstanding half-way through the mindfulness intervention, meaning that I had to discount

all of their Thought Suppression data. This is perhaps an inevitable occurrence when the
measures have not been through psychometric testing and when relying on single-item measures.
A scale composed from a larger number of items would be more robust against the effects of a
misunderstanding of the wording of one item.

Recruitment Can Be Challenging, Even When You Need a Small
Number of Participants
I had anticipated recruiting six participants but managed only five, two of whom dropped out—
one due to a sudden relocation for work and one because they found it too difficult to do the
daily relaxation/mindfulness exercises. In addition, two people with OCD were referred to the
research but did not score sufficiently highly on the YBOCS items relating to intrusive thoughts,
making them ineligible. On reflection, recruiting from a service who did not normally offer an
OCD intervention was going to prove challenging because they were unlikely to receive a large
number of referrals for individuals with this type of difficulty. Overall, I learnt that when you
need a small number of participants to complete a time-intensive procedure (collect data reliably,
every day for around 70 days and complete an intervention task daily for most of this time) you
are vulnerable to recruitment difficulties and drop-outs and this arguably has more of an effect
when presenting data on a small number of participants compared with drop-outs from studies
collecting group data. This emphasizes the need to keep the requirements made of participants to
the absolute minimum required to produce quality research.

Consider the Role of Statistical Analysis in SCED

I devoted great time and effort to undertaking statistical analysis of the data using the C Statistic
when it is equivocal as to whether this was necessary. Most SCEDs do not use statistical analysis
and instead rely entirely on visual inspection of graphs instead, as many researchers regard this
as the best or simplest way of detecting an effect of the intervention and there is no consensus as
to which statistical analysis is the preferable alternative as there are many different options
(Smith, 2012). However, there are problems with relying entirely on visual inspection,
particularly if there is a trend or variability in the baseline (i.e., it is not stable) (Kazdin, 2011)
and visual analysis can result in researchers over-estimating the effect of the intervention and can
produce inconsistent interpretations of the data (Matyas & Greenwood, 1990). As I would have
to justify my analysis in a viva voce examination, I wanted to undertake as robust an analysis as
possible so selected both visual inspection and statistical analysis, as recommended by a panel of
experts tasked by the What Works Clearinghouse to agree standards for SCEDs (Kratochwill et
al., 2010).

Conclusion
Using a multiple baseline SCED across participants provided the best way to test this new
approach to therapy for OCD and provided initial, highly detailed evidence that this intervention
could be helpful in reducing OCD symptoms in three individuals. It was particularly useful to see
the process of how the intervention worked (i.e., by reducing TAF and Thought Suppression),
compared with simply discovering whether it reduced symptom levels. Group studies with larger
participant numbers are not designed to give you such an insight into the therapy process and as
a therapist myself I found it helpful to see the importance of targeting TAF and Thought
Suppression in treatment.

The small-N nature of the research was appropriate to the experimental nature of the
intervention: you would not first test a new idea, with the potential for being either unhelpful or
even harmful, on a large number of people and undertake less thorough monitoring of progress.
However, there are clearly considerable limitations to this research that very substantially affect
the confidence with which you could conclude that mindfulness would be helpful for other
people with OCD. I delivered the relaxation control and mindfulness intervention myself and
could not be blinded as to which was the “active” treatment (and indeed, had already
hypothesized that mindfulness would be beneficial), so the possibility remains that I
unconsciously influenced the results. Equally, as only three people received the full treatment, it
is unclear how other people (particularly those with more severe symptoms who would have
been seen in a different service to the one from which I recruited) would have responded. Indeed,
generalizability is perhaps the primary limitation of SCEDs and other small-N research.
This research was a first step in building the evidence-based for the use of mindfulness
with OCD. Since its publication, it has been cited in approximately five academic articles or
books a year and the area has now developed to the stage where a protocol for a randomized
controlled trial (RCT: the gold-standard research design for testing interventions) into
mindfulness-based CBT (MCBT) for OCD has been published (Külz et al., 2014). This protocol
cites my research and describes plans to test MCBT with a much larger number of participants
with OCD (64 receiving MCBT and 64 receiving a control treatment). It was rewarding to see
how even small studies can contribute to the wider process of developing new treatments for
mental health problems.

Exercises and Discussion Questions

1. Under what circumstances might you use a SCED?
2. What are the limitations of SCEDs?
3. What things do you need to consider when developing idiographic measures (measures that
have been tailored for the individual)?
4. What are the arguments for relying on visual inspection alone, without statistical testing, when
analyzing time-series data in a SCED?
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